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Forward 
A lack of access to affordable health care is our country’s single most 

important financial and physical problem that needs to be addressed.  

Our U.S. health care industry is a 3.3 trillion dollar business every year 

[Forbes, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, The Henry J. 

Kaiser Family Foundation]. It has become its own economy. Yet it is the 

only sector of our economy where the cost of a service remains 

unknown — before you buy it. This is properly referred to as the health 

industry and not the health care industry. If there was truly care in 

health care, the consumer would know the cost of medical care before 

the time of service. 

In the world of Pratter, elective medical care (another term for non-

emergency care) is a fixed commodity.  This includes blood work, x-rays, 

CTs, MRIs and medical procedures such as a colonoscopy, carpal 

tunnel release or cataract surgery.  These involve a fixed amount of  
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time, a fixed amount of the same medical machinery and a fixed 

amount of effort.  In the cases of the two most common forms of 

prescribed elective medical care, namely blood work and imaging 

studies, a physician is not even involved in their performance.  

So why does the pricing for the same test vary by 200% to up to 

8,000%? This has happened because medical care has been treated as 

big business and secret pricing has enhanced profit margins for 

hospitals and insurance companies while 1.4 million new households 

go bankrupt every year due to medical bills — the #1 cause of 

bankruptcy. These entities call their hidden pricing their “competitive 

advantage.” Just imagine a car dealership hiding its price until after you 

buy it and calling it their competitive advantage!  

There is a happy ending. Pratter means “medical price matters” — it 

pratters. Pratter’s service at www.pratter.us is a medical cost savings 

company educating and arming the consumer with known hospital and 

surgery center charges and insurance company payments for medical  
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care and uncovering what you deservingly have a right to know. Just 

enter your zip code and medical cost transparency is just one click away. 

Pratter is David representing the consumer and in the battle of David 

versus Goliath, we know who wins. Known medical pricing is rightfully 

ours – before the time of service.  

Pratter takes the mission of helping the healthcare consumer seriously. 

This is why Pratter has made the consumer the center of its business 

model. Everything that hospitals and insurance companies won’t tell 

you, we will. Everything you ever wanted to know about the complicated 

purchase of health care, Pratter has simplified. Pratter believes all 

people deserve to have affordable access to medical care. Welcome to 

our world. 

In this book, I take on the mission of simplifying the complicated 

process of purchasing health care. The first chapter recounts the history 

of health care pricing. In Chapter 2, I clearly define terms related to  
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medical cost transparency. In Chapter 3, I list options that consumers 

have for shopping for health care. In Chapter 4, I tell you what to do if 

you are one of the 20% of consumers who have their medical claim 

denied. In Chapter 5, I discuss legislation that provides you with the 

right to know about medical cost transparency. Chapters 6 and 7 reveal 

the myths of medical cost transparency and how medical cost 

transparency can become a reality. 

I believe all people deserve to have affordable access to medical care. I 

hope you will benefit from the content of this book. 
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What you’ll learn in this chapter: 

In the 1970s, Medicare changed how 
medical care was priced. 

In the 1980s, many physicians joined 
private practices to provide the best 
patient care. 

In the 1990s, HMOs were created to 
put a limit on the cost of medical care. 

In the 1990s, hospitals gained control 
of health care cost pricing buy buying 
private physician practices, 
incentivizing physicians to join their 
hospitals, and joining with insurance 
companies to form integrated 
systems that further controlled pricing. 

In the 2000s, health insurance 
deductibles were also increased ($5K-
$10K per family) to increase revenue 
for insurance companies.  

Chapter 1:  
The History of 
Secret Health Care 
Pricing 
In the 1960s and 1970s, a doctor’s only purpose was to take care of 

patients. Hospitals were referred to as infirmaries – places to take care 

of sick people. The hospital administrator’s sole job was to serve the 

physician so that he or she could best take care of patients. In other 

words, the hospital focus back then was on service to patients and 

hospital staff. 
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And then things changed. In the 1970s, Medicare paid hospitals for 

medical care based on a percentage of their chargemasters, which is 

the list of retail pricing for everything a hospital charges, ranging from a 

pill to a surgery tray to a physician’s services. Hospital administrators 

knew that each year Medicare would reimburse a lesser percentage of 

their chargemasters, so they raised their chargemaster fees more to 

make sure they fed more money into their hospitals. 

With this ability to manipulate chargemasters and enhance hospital 

revenues, hospital CEOs transitioned into corporate CEOs.  A pathway to 

corporate greed had been established. At the same time, in the 1970s 

and 1980s, physicians graduating from their residencies joined private 

practice groups.  It was rare to become a hospital-employed physician. 

This generation of private practice physicians did what was best for 

their patients and not what was best for hospital revenue. 

In the 1990s, health insurance companies formed HMOs (health 

maintenance organizations). This was an effort on their behalf to try to  
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curb medical care expenses by capitating payment for care. The 

corporate hospital CEOs knew they had to continue to innovate to grow 

revenues.  It was now time to employ physicians.  The business model 

was simple.  Employ physicians. Make them sign “no compete” clauses, 

leaving them no choice but to work for the hospital and never be able to 

leave and practice medicine independently and “compete” with the 

hospitals, even though doctors are the ones who provide medical care. 

Hospitals raced to purchase physician practices in the 1990s, often 

paying up to $500,000 to buy out a single physician, knowing the return 

on investment (ROI) would be worth it. For example, hospital 

administrators know what each type of medical specialist and generalist 

physician financially is worth. This dictates the buy out price and type of 

physician targeted. An orthopedist can be worth $2 million to a hospital 

system annually; a family physician is worth about $750,000 once a 

total year’s worth of care is prescribed, carried out, and analyzed. In 

these scenarios, the hospital’s ROI is already tremendous after the first 

year of physician employment.  
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As a greater percentage of women have become physicians in the US, 

more women physicians became hospital-employed. Many women 

physicians strive for part-time work and regular hours in order to 

balance family lives with work obligations. This makes the hassle of 

tons of administrative work in private practice less desirable and 

becoming a hospital employee more convenient. This also increased the 

percentage of physicians employed by hospitals. 

The combination of these factors — hospital CEOs becoming corporate 

CEOs, physician buy outs by hospitals, and incentives for physicians 

who wanted to work part time or have regular hours — means that today, 

nearly 66% of our nation’s 900,000 physicians are now employed by 

hospitals. As soon as hospital-employed physicians became the majority, 

hospital administrators knew they could intimidate physicians into being 

bought out.   

For example, private practice physicians were told by hospital 

administrators that they would no longer receive referrals from hospital- 
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employed physicians. In other words, “give in, sign up with us, or we will 

put you out of business.” The buy out salary for a physician was often 

set at a higher amount than what was received in private practice. 

However, these salaries were often reduced in the second year, which, 

when combined with the “no compete” clause, meant that a physician 

could no longer return to private practice if he or she so desired. 

Electronic medical records, or EMRs, assist the hospital administrator in 

overseeing or patrolling how a physician provides care. These systems 

often only show options for facilities that provide services within the 

hospital system, in order to maximize hospital revenue. If a physician 

opts out of the choices offered by the EMR system, his or her actions 

will be red-flagged and possibly reprimanded, and in extreme cases, the 

physician will be terminated. 

The next place that hospital CEOs sought revenue was from health 

insurance companies. The next logical step was to now take money 

from the other end — the health insurance company. If a hospital  
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system did not like the deals it was getting from the insurance company, 

it became the insurance company too. The business term for this 

revenue model is called an integrated system. An integrated system, 

such us UPMC in PA or Kaiser in CA, generates over $50 billion a year in 

revenue.  

Integrated systems have more control over the medical care process, as 

their consumers 1) pay the health insurance premium 2) are directed to 

their hospital-employed physicians, and 3) are referred for additional 

care within the system’s hospitals. If an independent organization, such 

as a surgery center, competed successfully against a hospital, it would 

likely be bought out by an integrated health care system. 

With such control of revenue, the health insurance companies had to 

fight back.  They needed to increase their revenues. They still paid for 

medical care in independent and integrated hospital systems. In 

response, health insurance companies also needed to increase their 

revenues.  They began to buy out other health insurance companies.  
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Eventually, this reduction in choice severely limited consumers. For 

example, have you ever wondered why you can only purchase health 

insurance from a company in the city in which you live, while when 

purchasing auto or life insurance, you can go anywhere in the country? 

This is because health insurance companies have limited the ability for 

price competition.  

The next step for increasing health insurance company revenue was by 

increasing the deductible (the out-of-pocket medical expense paid by 

the consumer before the insurance company pays even just $1 toward 

medical care). In 2016, the national average health insurance cost for a 

family of four is over $17,000 [Kaiser foundation]. The only place to 

grab further revenue was by increasing the deductible (the out-of-pocket 

medical expense necessary before the insurance company pays the first 

dollar towards medical care). In 2016, the average high deductible for a 

family is now at $5,000 per year [Aon 2015]. In other words, health 

insurance has become catastrophe insurance. The consumer pays 

everything out-of-pocket, except in the event of a medical catastrophe. 
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In sum, the costs of $17,000 per year for an annual health insurance 

premium and $5,000 out-of-pocket for medical care means that 

$22,000 is spent before an insurance company contributes the first 

dollar toward your medical care. And over the past 20 years, the 

average household salary has gone up only 15% whereas the average 

insurance premium for a family has gone up 400%! 

The ability to shop for and compare the costs of health care will make 

health care affordable again. In the near future consumers will again be 

in charge, not the hospital CEO, as they begin to shop and compare the 

costs of medical procedures. Pratter’s service, www.pratter.us, enables 

consumers to save money by shopping for medical care costs before 

heath care is purchased. Known pricing creates smart shopping. Known 

pricing also creates competition, and with competition, the consumer 

wins every time with lower prices.  
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In the next chapter, I define some of the terms commonly used in health 

care, in order to provide you with ready understanding of this complex 

topic. 
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What you’ll learn in this chapter: 

The charge for the procedure is known 
as the “high.”  

The insurance company 
reimbursement is known as the “low.”  

The Pratter 20/80 rule. 20% of 
medical claims are denied. 80% of 
medical claims are allowed, or 
accepted. 

Consumers need to know the charge 
and reimbursement rate before they 
receive care in order to minimize their 
financial risks. 

Chapter 2:  
Medical Cost 
Transparency 
Defined 
There are many confusing terms related to health care cost 

transparency. In this chapter, I define them in clear terms for the reader.  

Charge 
The dollar amount a hospital or other medical provider charges for a 

medical test or procedure, also known as the retail price. 
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 Insurance reimbursement 
The dollar amount the health insurance company pays for a medical 

test or procedure. This can be referred to as the negotiated, discount 

price for care. Pratter refers to the insurance reimbursement amount as 

the fair price for care. 

Medical cost transparency 
Known hospital charge and known health insurance company 

reimbursement for a medical test or procedure — before the time the 

medical care is received. In a fair and ethical setting, these two 

numbers are the same. 

The Pratter 20/80 rule 
20% of all medical claims are denied. These 20% of consumers are 

stuck with the high, hidden medical facility price, termed the “charge.” 

80% of all medical claims are accepted. These 80% consumers will 

have their health insurance company pay the medical facility a fee for  
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medical care. If you have a high deductible health plan, the negotiated 

rate your health plan has with the medical facility will be your 

responsibility. 

Demystifying charge and  
insurance reimbursement 
The following example makes the terms charge and insurance 

reimbursement easier to understand. 

Hospital charge example 
Suppose you go to a hospital to have a low back MRI performed. You 

are first greeted by a receptionist, who asks you to sign a legal contract 

stating that you agree to pay for the low back MRI if your insurance 

does not cover it. This contract also asks you to permit the hospital to 

submit its medical bill for the low back MRI. However, this contract does 

not list the price of what you have agreed to purchase. 
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If you would ask the receptionist, “How much does your hospital charge 

for a low back MRI?” the inexcusable answer of “I don’t know” will be 

the response. This is often followed by the statement “we can’t perform 

this test unless you sign this contract.” This sentence might be restated 

more factually as follows: “we can’t perform this test unless you sign 

this legal contract to agree to pay a price that we refuse to disclose to 

you today, but are willing to provide you when we send your bill next 

month.” 

One month later, you receive a medical bill informing you of the charge 

of your low back MRI, which is $2,505. Next, you receive a letter from 

your health insurance company with an Explanation of Benefits (EOB) 

that informs you that your low back MRI is not a covered service. That’s 

a way of saying that the insurance company refuses to pay for your 

medical care so you have to pay for it.  

Welcome to 20% of American health care! You are now legally obligated 

to pay $2,505. Obviously, you wanted to know the cost of your care   
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Upfront to understand your financial risk and obligation, but you were 

not allowed to. Wouldn’t it have been nice to search by zip code and 

compare the prices of low back MRIs before you received your care? 

Insurance reimbursement example 
Suppose you have a low back MRI performed at the hospital above, but 

for this example, the health insurance company refers to your low back 

MRI as a covered service. This means that it either agrees to pay for 

your medical care in full or have it applied to your deductible and you 

get to pay for your low back MRI at the insurance company negotiated 

discounted rate, instead of the listed charge. Let’s take a look at each 

of these in greater detail. 

First, if the insurance company pays for your low back MRI, the 

insurance reimbursement payment to that hospital means you don’t 

have to pay for your MRI out-of-pocket. 
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Second, if you have a high deductible plan (by definition $2,000 out-of-

pocket or more for your initial health care any given year), and if your 

insurance company agrees that your low back MRI is a covered service, 

it will tell you what its negotiated insurance reimbursement rate is for a 

low back MRI. For example, the hospital charged $2,505 for your low 

back MRI but the insurance company has a contract stating that 

$1,050 is payment in full.  Therefore, if your low back MRI is a covered 

service, you must pay $1,050 to the hospital. If you have a $2,500 high 

deductible plan, $1,050 is applied to your deductible and you have 

$1,450 remaining toward your deductible before your insurance 

company pays the first dollar of your medical care. 

The smoke and mirrors of medical cost 
transparency 
Now that you know the definition of true medical cost transparency, 

let’s look at how hospitals and health insurance companies frequently  
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hide their pricing, making finding out what a procedure costs confusing 

and hard to do. 

The wrong approach for asking for a cost 
from a medical provider 
If you are ambitious enough to call your local hospital billing department 

and be placed on hold for an hour to ask them “What will my low back 

MRI cost?” The typical responses include “I don’t know” or “I don’t know 

until we run this through your insurance company.”  Rightfully, you 

should be thinking to yourself “you have got to be kidding me.” 

So what went wrong in the above example that led to you not getting a 

price tag for you low back MRI?  The answer is you did not use the 

magic word “charge” and you did not tell them that you are not 

interested in what the insurance company has paid or negotiated as its 

price tag.  You only care about the hospital (place of service) price tag 

given that 20% of all claims are denied.  You need to know that hidden 

charge that is not hidden in any other industry. 
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The right approach for asking for a cost from 
a medical provider 
If you are ambitious enough to call your health insurance company and 

to be placed on hold for an hour, ask them “What will my low back MRI 

cost?” The typical response is “we don’t know until you have the test 

done and we process your claim.” The other typical answer is, “We can’t 

tell you what your test will cost. For that, you will have to call the 

hospital.” Rightfully, you should be thinking to yourself “You have got to 

be kidding me.” 

The wrong approach for asking for a cost 
from a health insurance company 
If you are ambitious enough to call your health insurance company and 

be placed on hold for an hour to ask them “What will my low back MRI 

cost?” The typical response is “we don’t know until you have the test 

done and we process your claim.” The other typical answer is, “We can’t 

tell you what your test will cost. For that you will have to call the  
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hospital.”  Rightfully, you should be thinking to yourself “you have got to 

be kidding me.” 

So what went wrong in the above example that led to you not getting a 

price tag for you low back MRI?  The answer is you did not use the 

magic word “insurance reimbursement” or “in network” pricing and you 

did not tell them that you are not interested in what the hospital 

charges as a price tag for your test.  You only care about your insurance 

company’s reimbursement given that 80% of all claims are accepted. 

The right approach for asking for a cost from 
a health insurance company 
Call your health insurance company and ask them: “I am planning on 

having a low back MRI performed at Hospital X. What is your negotiated 

reimbursement amount for a low back MRI at Hospital X for someone 

with my health insurance plan?” Note that if you ask about yourself 

specifically, they will tell you that they cannot predict the future of your  
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claim — but neither can you — which is why you need to know this 

number also. 

At Pratter, we refer to this insurance reimbursement amount as the “low” 

or the least financial obligation you would have for your low back MRI 

given that 80% of medical claims are accepted. This insurance 

reimbursement amount represents the most likely financial amount you 

would have to pay if you had a high deductible. 

At Pratter, we also refer to the insurance reimbursement amount as the 

fair market value for a medical test or procedure. Why? A multi-billion 

dollar health insurance company has negotiation leverage for a fee for a 

medical service. As a consumer, your goal is to never pay more for 

medical care than the amount health insurance company would pay.  

This is particularly important for those of you with high deductibles 

(having to pay $2,000 or more out-of-pocket before the insurance 

company helps pay for any of your medical care). 
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The perfect medical cost transparency 
experience 
A perfect medical cost transparency experience for the consumer is 

knowing the “high,” also referred to as the charge and also the “low” 

referred to as the insurance company reimbursement amount before 

the time of medical service. At Pratter, we believe that you should just 

be able to enter your medical test name and zip code and click “enter” 

and view all of this information at all medical facilities around you — 

before your time of care. 

With the low back MRI example that has been used, you would know 

ahead of time that the hospital charge is $2,505 and the insurance 

company reimbursement is $1,050. This could then be compared to 

another medical facility MRI charge in your area of $3,600 yet the 

insurance reimbursement is still only $1,050. In this scenario, as a 

consumer, you now know you have a 20% financial risk of $3,600 if you  
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would choose to go to this latter choice location of service.  You would 

obviously opt for the first choice with a lower financial risk. 
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What you’ll learn in this chapter: 

Independent surgery centers cost less 
than hospitals for medical procedures, 
often $1,000s less. 

Hospital-owned surgery centers are 
just as expensive as the hospital itself. 

Hospital-employed physicians will be 
instructed by their administrators to 
send you to their facilities. 

You have the right to go wherever you 
want to receive medical care.  

Trust your doctor with your life, but 
not with your purse or wallet. 

Chapter 3:  
Shopping for Your 
Health Care 
In order for each of you to save money as health care consumers, you 

need to know where to shop.  I encourage you to always check across 

more than one of these categories before receiving your elective 

medical care. There are five different types of facilities where you can 

receive health care in the U.S. These include: 

1. Hospitals 

2. Independent ambulatory surgery centers 

3. Independent imaging (e.g. MRI and CT) centers 
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4. Independent lab centers (e.g. Med Health Services, QuestDiagnostics 

and LabCorp) 

5. Private practice physicians (employed ones fall under the “hospital” 

category) 

In general, the pricing also ranges from the highest for hospitals to the 

lowest for private practice physicians. Hospitals do a great job of taking 

care of sick people, something that cannot be done at any other facility. 

However, the majority of any consumer’s medical care during his or her 

working life is done as outpatient procedures, meaning that it can be 

performed outside of the hospital. The term independent means not 

owned by a hospital. 

In-network does NOT protect you 
In-network medical care does NOT guarantee you one same low price 

for the same medical test at all in-network locations. The term in-

network does NOT mean that you will pay the same price for the same 

medical test in three different medical facilities. In fact, the final dollar  
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value will likely differ greatly. Assuming that procedures obtained in-

network will cost the same across facilities is simply not true!  

In-network means that a health insurance company has a negotiated, 

contracted reimbursement cost to a medical facility for its services that 

are available to you as a subscriber, whether it be for an imaging study, 

such as an MRI, or an elective medical procedure such as a carpal 

tunnel release. This in-network cost is very likely to be a lower number 

than you could negotiate by yourself with a medical facility, but not 

necessarily a good price. 

In-network pricing for a medical test will vary greatly from medical 

facility to medical facility, meaning you still need to shop for your care.  

In fact, if you have a high deductible plan, it may well save you lots of 

money to consider an out-of-network provider, especially in the 

categories of blood work and imaging. 
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For example, an in-network low back MRI at Medical Facility A is $1,000, 

at Medical Facility B it is $2,000 and at Medical Facility C, it is $3,000. 

If you had a $5,000 deductible, in order to save the most money, you 

would want to go to Medical Facility A. Any facility, upon request, will 

provide the results of your test on a DVD for you to take to your primary 

care physician. 

So if in network does not protect you financially, does that also mean 

you should consider going out-of-network for your medical care? The 

answer is yes! Briefly look at the rest of your life. Do you only go to an in 

network grocery store? Or an in network mall? You get the idea. 

Hospital vs. Independent Surgery Center 
Elective medical procedures, such as colonoscopies, carpal tunnel 

releases, and cataract surgeries are all routinely performed daily in 

hospitals and surgery centers across America. There are over 5,000 

hospitals and about 6,800 surgery centers in the U.S. 
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You may be wondering what the difference is in these two providers. 

Independent surgery centers charge 25% to 50% of what a hospital 

charges for the same medical care, even if the same physician performs 

a carpal tunnel release surgery at Hospital A and Surgery Center B. This 

is because the medical facility fee, the most expensive part of the care, 

is often two to four times the price in a hospital compared to an 

independent surgery center. This has come about due to hospital 

lobbying. 

The quality of medical care offered at surgery centers is just as good as 

that offered at hospitals. Right now, surgery centers are lobbying for the 

same national quality comparison standards that are applied to 

hospitals (HCAHPS: Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare 

Providers and Systems), to be to be applied to them. Hospitals are 

lobbying against this, as they do not want the public to realize that 

surgery centers provide the same or better quality medical care at a 

better price. 
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One more note: If a hospital buys a surgery center and owns it, they get 

to charge the expensive hospital medical facility fee, referred to as the 

HOPD (Hospital Outpatient Department) fee. Often, when this happens, 

the hospital system fails to notify their surrounding communities. 

Now that the options for where to get care and their associated costs 

have been presented, in the next chapter, I explore information about 

what to do if your claim is denied. 
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Here are the some take home points when shopping for medical care: 

1) You must still shop in network as receiving in network medical care 

does NOT guarantee you one same low price wherever you go in 

network. In fact, the price for the same medical care from one hospital 

to the other in network can vary by $1,000s! 

2) There are five categories of where you can shop for your health care 

including hospitals, surgery centers, MRI/CT centers, blood work 

centers and private practice doctors. 

3) Independent surgery centers cost less than hospitals for medical 

procedures, often $1,000s less. 

4) Hospital-owned surgery centers are just as expensive as the hospital 

itself. 

5) Hospital-employed physicians will be instructed by their 

administrators to send you to their facilities. 
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6) You have the right to go wherever you want to receive medical care. 

That’s your right as a health care consumer. This type of discussion with 

your doctor can save you $1,000s and not compromise your care. For 

many of you, the price is the difference between receiving your care or 

no care. 

7) Trust your doctor with your life, but not with your purse or wallet. 
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What you’ll learn in this chapter: 

Your health insurance claim may be 
denied because the billing and 
diagnosis codes do not match, your 
service may not be deemed necessary, 
or it simply may not be covered. 

If this is the case, you should a) call 
your insurance company and ask for 
their reimbursement rate for the 
procedure; b) wait to be called by the 
hospital billing collection company, 
and c) when they call, offer to pay the 
reimbursement rate or less than that 
rate.  

Chapter 4: 
What To Do If Your 
Claim Is Denied 
The health insurance company denies a claim. This means that they 

have decided not to pay for your medical care. The insurance company 

sends out an Explanation of Benefits (EOB). This EOB should inform you 

why your claim was denied. 

Reasons for claim denial include “not a covered service”, meaning your 

health plan simply won’t pay for the type of care, “not a necessary 

service” or “experimental.” Sometimes the insurance company states it 

needs medical documentation from your physician to determine 

eligibility of payment for service. 
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If your claim has been denied, here are some actions you can take as a 

health care consumer: 

First, do not make a payment to the hospital or other type of medical 

provider until after you have received and reviewed both the medical bill 

from the hospital and the health insurance company EOB. A review of 

your hospital medical bill could reveal billing for care that was not 

provided, and therefore should not be paid. 

Second, call your private practice doctor’s office or the medical billing 

department in the case of a hospital-employed physician to let them 

know that your claim was denied. Ask the office if they can resubmit 

your claim with either different diagnosis codes (termed ICD-10) or 

different billing codes (termed CPT codes). Sometimes, especially now 

that there are tens of thousands of diagnosis codes for billing, the 

wrong diagnosis code not matching to the billing code can cause your 

denial. There are often more than three different diagnosis codes that 

would be medically accurate but only one of three of them might be a  
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match for the insurance company to make a payment in its billing and 

payment system.  

Third, call your insurance company and ask what they would have paid 

for your low back MRI if your claim was covered. You should do this 

because it helps you know what the fair price is when the hospital 

collection company seeks payment. 

Consider the example of a low back MRI. A hospital charges $2,505 for 

a low back MRI. The insurance company pays $1,050 for the low back 

MRI as payment in full. So it should be your goal to pay $1,050 or less 

for your MRI. If you have a high deductible health insurance plan of 

$2,500 or more, the hospital may want you to pay their full $2,505 fee.  

In summary, when a claim is denied, the following steps should be 

taken: 
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1. Call your health insurance company and get the insurance 

reimbursement dollar figure for your low back MRI for your health plan. 

How to ask for this was covered in Chapter Three, but is reiterated 

below: 

Call your health insurance company and ask them: “I am planning on 

having a low back MRI performed at Hospital X.   What is your 

negotiated reimbursement amount for a low back MRI at Hospital X for 

someone with my health insurance plan?”  Get this dollar figure and 

keep it on record. 

2. Wait for the hospital to call and ask for its money.  Chances are that 

if you call them right away under good conscious, whomever you speak 

to in the billing or collection department will not have the authority to 

give you the insurance reimbursement price.  So wait until they call you 

and from experience, it could be three months or it could be a year.  

Once the hospital collection employee calls you, you know you have the 

correct person on the phone who can help you. 
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3. At this point, you can offer to pay what the insurance company pays 

and not a cent more.  If you either enjoy negotiation or simply don’t 

have the money, offer a lower amount, perhaps 25% lower than the 

insurance reimbursement amount and ask to get placed on a monthly 

payment plan. 
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What you’ll learn in this chapter 

Two organizations in the U.S. have 
medical cost transparency position 
statements. The American Hospital 
Association (AHA) and The 
Ambulatory Surgery Center 
Association (ASCA).  

The Affordable Healthcare Act (the 
ACA, or Obamacare) calls for medical 
costs to be made public, but there is 
no enforcement agency or penalty for 
hospitals that fail to do so. 

Chapter 5: 
Your Right to Know 
About Medical Cost 
Transparency 
Today, with most Americans owning high-deductible health insurance 

plans and paying out-of-pocket for their health care out-of-pocket, they 

need to know the cost of their medical care before they receive it.  

Known pricing creates smart shopping. Known pricing creates 

competition.  And with competition, the consumer wins every time with 

lower prices. 
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In the U.S., two organizations provide medical cost transparency 

position statements: the American Hospital Association (AHA) and the 

Ambulatory Surgery Center Association (ASCA). The AHA is the largest 

hospital organization in the country. The ASCA is the largest surgery 

center association in the country. Both of these entities have medical 

cost transparency position statements. In this chapter, they are listed in 

their entirety.  

The AHA’s medical cost transparency 
position statement 
According to the American Hospital Association (AHA), “Consumers 

deserve helpful information about the price of their hospital care, and 

the AHA is committed to providing it.” [http://www.aha.org, accessed 

August, 2014]: 

“Hospitals are a critical component to the fabric and future of our 

communities. We agree that consumers need useful information when 

making health care-related decisions for themselves and their families.  
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Providing understandable and useful information about health care 

costs is just one way America’s hospitals are working to improve the 

health of their communities.” 

The AHA and its members stand ready to work with policymakers on 

innovative ways to build on efforts already occurring at the state level, 

and share information that helps consumers make better choices about 

their health care. 

AHA principles for price transparency 
In 2006, the AHA Board of Trustees approved a policy regarding 

hospital pricing transparency. That policy calls for information to be 

presented in a way that: 

• Is easy to access, understand and use;  

• Creates common definitions and language describing hospital 

pricing information for consumers; 

• Explains how and why the price of patient care can vary; 
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• Encourages patients to include price information as just one 

factor to consider when making decisions about hospitals and 

health plans; and 

• Directs patients to more information about financial assistance 

with their hospital care. 

Pratter encourages the AHA to honor its position of medical cost 

transparency by actively encouraging its hospitals to post its charges for 

all 600 medical cost line items by name and CPT code. These 600 

procedures encompass well over 95% of all outpatient medical care 

performed in the United States. Pratter’s platform provides an excellent 

place to host this data. Shortly after Pratter contacted the AHA offering 

a real solution to their medical cost transparency position statement 

first published in 2006, they removed their medical cost transparency 

position statement from their website.  
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The ASCA’s policy statement on transparency 
in the health care system 
The following medical cost transparency statement was approved by the 

ASCA in March of 2013 [http://www.ascassociation.org/, accessed 

August, 2014]: 

“The Ambulatory Surgery Center Association (ASCA) supports increased 

transparency in the health care system to ensure that patients and 

providers have access to the information they need to make good 

decisions when obtaining health care and to create a more efficient 

and cost-effective structure for delivering patient care. The ASC 

community supports efforts by employers, insurers and government 

officials to allow comparison of quality, outcomes and price for 

comparable services that are provided in multiple settings, such as 

hospital outpatient departments (HOPDs) and ambulatory surgery 

centers (ASCs).” 
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ASCA supports the following initiatives in order to create a more 

transparent and efficient health care system: 

• Medicare and insurers should publicly post information about 

prices paid or the beneficiaries’ out-of-pocket liability for 

procedures across settings, rather than in the traditional silos of 

facility type; 

• Patients should be provided information on providers in their 

area, including health outcomes, patient satisfaction, beneficiary 

cost-sharing and reimbursement to those facilities, in an easy to 

understand manner; 

• Disclosed pricing information must be accurate and present the 

most meaningful comparison for consumer choice.  Providers 

should have the right to appeal and correct any inaccuracies of 

posted information; 
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• All health care providers and facilities should publicly disclose, in 

a user-friendly format, all relevant information about the relative 

price,  

• Medicare, insurers and other payers should encourage 

beneficiaries and the physicians who refer patients to use lower-

cost settings.  In 2012, if just half of the Medicare patients who 

obtained  outpatient surgical services in the hospital  had 

instead gone to an ASC, the Medicare program would have 

saved $2.6 billion; 

• Payers should seek innovative methods, such as tiered co-

payments, in order to incentivize patients to seek care in the 

least-costly setting that is appropriate for their treatment. 
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ASCA is committed to increasing transparency about pricing, outcomes 

and quality of care across all health settings to ensure that patients 

have access to the information they need to make good decisions about 

their health care. 

Both the AHA and the ASCA are headquartered in Washington D.C. for 

the purpose of lobbying their interests. Unfortunately, they do not 

publish their own hospitals’ cost of care. Part of the reason is that he 

AHA spends over $20,000,000 per year lobbying and is one of the top 

five spending lobbying groups in the U.S. [Becker’s Hospital Review Aug. 

2015, Center for Responsive Politics]. As a result, hospitals do not have 

to publish their pricing for medical care in the communities they 

allegedly serve.  

This is because the lobbying thus far has prevented any medical cost 

transparency legislation from being passed. H.R. 1326: Health Care 

Price Transparency Promotion Act of 2013 (HR 1326) was introduced in 

the House of Representatives by Representative Michael C. Burgess,  
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M.D., of Texas on March 21, 2013. In this legislation, all states would 

have been required to disclose information on hospital charges, to 

make such information available to the public and to provide individuals 

with information about estimated out-of-pocket costs for health care 

services. However, this bill was not passed into law. 

The Affordable Care Act 
You may be wondering if the Affordable Care Act contains any 

provisions about health care cost transparency. The Affordable Care Act, 

also referred to as Obamacare, requires hospitals to disclose its 

charges for medical services. The ACA reads as follows: 

Standard hospital charges 
Each hospital operating within the United States shall for each year 

establish (and update) and make public (in accordance with guidelines 

developed by the Health and Human Services Secretary) a list of the 

hospital’s standard charges for items and services provided by the  
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hospital, including for diagnosis-related groups (DRGs) established 

under section 1886 (d) (4) of the Social Security Act. 

While this is a step towards medical cost transparency, to date there 

has been no national standard reporting method for medical costs 

made available to the public by the federal government nor has there 

been any punishment by law for hospitals that do not comply with this 

vague standard.   

Inevitably, in the short term, health care costs will continue to rise for 

working Americans. The insurance companies in several states have 

asked for 25% to 60% increases in premiums for 2016. The federal 

government is also pushing those with individual policies into the state 

exchanges.   

The exchanges of each state are supposed to permit better pricing via 

collective purchasing, but instead the deductibles for these plans are 

extremely high, as much as a $10,000 deductible! In this case, a family  
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could still pay $500 to $1,000 per month for a family health plan and 

then have to pay another $10,000 out-of-pocket for medical care. This 

means that for all intents and practical purposes, people with health 

insurance on the exchanges are self-insured, because they pay for all of 

their medical care in any given year. A consumer can state he or she 

has health insurance but cannot afford to go to the doctor because the 

out-of-pocket deductibles are so high. 

Another implication of the ACA is that by 2018, more and more 

employers will no longer offer a health insurance benefit 

[http://www.cnbc.com/2015/10/01/obamacare-cadillac-tax-who-

wants-it-and-who-wont-pay.html, accessed December, 2015]. Why 

2018? In 2018, the ACA Cadillac tax kicks in, waging a 40% tax on what 

employers and workers jointly pay for a quality health insurance plan. 

This will encourage employers to get out of the benefits business. 

Employers with lower wage employees, such as those in the retail and 

restaurant industries, are likely to inform employees that they must buy 

health insurance on their own. Very unfortunately, this means people  
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who can least afford to have high deductible plans offered on the 

exchanges will be forced to purchase such plans with $5,000 to 

$13,000 annual deductibles — something they can never afford to pay. 

The rules and regulations around the Affordable Care Act are extremely 

complex and are not easily understood. Whether you wish to call them 

— fees, taxes or fines — employers sticking with traditional health 

insurance premium plans will pay these. So the less complex, less 

expensive solution is for smaller companies to become self-insured. In 

this scenario, they will use third party administrators (TPAs) to 

administer their claims. Those worried about a catastrophic claim 

bankrupting them will implement a stop loss policy to protect insurers 

from large claims.   

Health care industry experts also agree that medical cost transparency 

is inevitable. Most hospitals and insurance companies will not change 

their pricing and billing practices until they are forced to do so. Now that 

patients have become consumers in this era of high deductible plans,  
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consumerism will take place. Consumers will demand medical cost 

transparency. 

This new era of consumerism will lower annual health care costs for 

working Americans. This is already happening, as some organizations 

are publishing their costs, making them available to search and 

compare. For example, St. Luke’s Hospital in Bethlehem is the first 

hospital in the U.S. to list total packaged pricing for medical care for 

about 80 tests and procedures on its website  

[http://www.slhn.org/News/2015/St-Lukes-Launches-Price-

Transparency-Program, accessed December, 2015]. A national hospital 

chain is about to do the same. Those that chose not to disclose their 

costs will be quickly and rightfully assumed to be hiding one thing — 

high costs.   

In the next chapter, I debunk the myths about medical cost 

transparency, showing how a world where the cost of medical care is 

known can be attained. 
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What you’ll learn in this chapter: 

Common excuses for why medical 
cost transparency is unachievable 
include a) inpatient care is 
complicated, but this ignores the fixed 
commodity outpatient market; b) 
confidentiality clauses; c) it would 
take too much effort to place price 
tags on care; and d) cost should not 
be published without quality. 

None of these are true. 

 

 

Chapter 6: 
Debunking the 
Myths about 
Medical Cost 
Transparency 
Many excuses exist as to why medical cost transparency is impossible. 

Our website and service is living proof that not only is it possible but we 

accomplished it. Excuses for medical cost transparency by medical 

facilities of all types are offered to protect their business profit model 

embedded in a veil of pricing secrecy. In this chapter, Pratter provides 

answers to negate every excuse.  
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First excuse: Medical cost transparency is too difficult to 

compare apples-to-apples because one medical institution’s 

heart failure and cancer patients are sicker than another 

medical institution’s patients with the same diagnoses. 

Therefore, pricing doesn’t reflect the sickness of the patient 

population. 

Pratter.us response 
95% of medical care received in one’s lifetime is outpatient-based 

(means outside the hospital).  Elective outpatient medical care can and 

should be cost compared.  After all, elective outpatient medical care is a 

fixed commodity requiring a fixed amount of time with the same amount 

of fixed medical equipment.  In fact, blood work, an x-ray, a CT and an 

MRI do not even require a doctor to be performed.  Similarly, a simple 

outpatient procedure such as carpal tunnel surgery or a colonoscopy  
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requires a fixed amount of time, effort and medical equipment and 

should have nearly identical pricing from location to location. 

Pricing for the types of care just outlined should not be 200% to 8,000% 

different as we have noted. The only reason pricing varies this much is 

due to secret pricing. For the majority of America looking to stay healthy, 

seek preventable care and treat small medical problems early, 

becoming a health care consumer is vital to a household’s financial 

stability. 

Second excuse: Medical facilities are not allowed to publish 

their medical costs because their negotiated contract rates 

for payment of medical services by an insurance company 

has a confidentiality clause. 
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Pratter.us response 
The first half of this statement is false, and the second half is true. 

Health insurance companies do make the medical facilities that they 

deal with for a health care provider network sign a confidentiality clause 

in regard to reimbursement rates. Hospitals and surgery centers would 

have adverse financial and legal consequences thrust upon them if they 

published insurance company reimbursement rates (what the insurance 

company pays the hospital for medical care). However, hospitals, 

surgery centers, imaging centers and lab centers are permitted, 

encouraged and should provide their medical charges for all services 

for their communities. This means the place of service should provide 

honest and known pricing before the time of service.   

According to Pratter.us, the fair market price for a medical test is the 

average reimbursement amount by the most common insurance 

carriers in the region. For example, if a hospital charged $2,000 for a 

lumbar spine MRI yet the average insurance reimbursement was  
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$1,000 as payment in full for an individual with excellent health 

insurance coverage, $1,000 becomes the fair market value and a 

$1,000 price tag should be assigned to a lumbar spine MRI posted by 

that hospital on Pratter.us to best serve its community.  If $1,000 is 

considered as payment in full in this example, it should be considered 

as payment in full for all parties and not just insurance carriers.  

Individuals should not have to bear the burden of a $2,000 charge as 

punishment for not having an excellent insurance policy they cannot 

afford, particularly when the hospital’s business revenue and profit 

model is based off insurance company reimbursement rates. 

Third excuse: It would take too long and be too much effort to 

calculate and post medical prices online. In addition, we don’t 

have the medical cost and billing software expertise to do this. 
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Pratter.us response 
Pratter.us is not asking medical providers to make public what they 

don’t already have in hand.  All medical facilities and providers have a 

chargemaster, most often in an Excel spread sheet format. Each and 

every medical test has a unique five digit billing code that is standard in 

all 50 states. In terms of posting costs, Pratter.us has a secure portal 

with medical test name line item by line with the proper billing code 

adjacent to it.  One medical biller or chargemaster employee (each 

hospital has one) or the CFO can enter the medical test or procedure 

cost on each line. Cost search results would immediately be available.  

It’s that simple. 

Fourth excuse: Listing a medical cost for a procedure is not 

fair because it does not reflect the value of our service 

because we do it better and should be able to charge more 

than other medical facilities in our community. 
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Pratter’s response 
Pratter.us is not meant to be all things to all people.  Cost is a 

consideration in all other aspects of consumerism.  Health care 

consumerism is here to stay as the cost paradigm has shifted to 

individuals bearing greater medical cost burdens.  If a person goes to 

buy a car, he or she is well aware of the good price for the desired 

vehicle via online searching.  Quality assessment is based on other 

factors such as personal experience, word of mouth recommendation, 

review articles and consumer education by the car dealership.  This 

process applies to all purchases and health care should be no 

exception. 

Fifth excuse: Our medical facility has more overhead, so we 

have been able to charge more and get reimbursed more. 

Therefore, if we post our medical prices online, we would lose 

market share. 
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Pratter.us response 
Reduce your overhead or lose market share. Pratter.us’ mission is to 

provide actual medical costs to health care consumers and reward 

medical facilities with cost effective, quality medical care.  Medical 

facilities that refuse to post their charges on their websites or on 

Pratter.us have one thing to hide – high prices. 

Sixth excuse: Our medical facility does a lot of community 

service, so we have to make up for those losses somewhere. 

If we told others of our pricing, we would lose our competitive 

edge. 

Pratter’s response 
Please eliminate your mega-million dollar television ad campaigns as 

well as all luxury boxes in stadiums and arenas and donate that money 

to charity so that we believe your sincerity to provide community service. 

Community service and donations remain a part of corporate America  
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but do not serve as an excuse to hide the cost of medical care as a 

competitive edge.  No other industry behaves this way, let alone one in 

the “caring” business. 

During the years of our working lives, from our 20s until we are in our 

early 60s, for 99% of us, the only medical care we receive is elective 

medical care, also known as outpatient or non-emergency care.  This 

outpatient care requires a fixed amount of time and effort and should 

be priced similarly from medical facility to medical facility.  Even 

common inpatient hospitalizations for non-life threatening care can and 

should have a fixed price tag to benefit the consumers who pay for it.  

As consumers going forward, we will expect answers and solutions 

related to the cost of our medical care — not excuses. 
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What you’ll learn in this chapter: 

You can take simple actions to 
become a health care consumer. 

Call your medical facility and 
insurance company and get the cost 
of a procedure before you receive it. 

Know your options for where to 
receive care: hospitals, independent 
surgery centers, independent imaging 
centers, independent blood work 
centers and private practice 
physicians. 

Trust your doctor with your life, not 
your wallet. You decide where you 
receive affordable care. 

In-network medical care pricing varies 
greatly for the same care and does 
not protect you financially. 

Ask your local hospital CEOs to 
publish their prices for medical care 
online, including www.pratter.us. 

Join Pratter’s monthly cost savings 
email list. 

Chapter 7:  
Making Medical 
Cost Transparency 
a Reality 
The cost of medical care now is often higher than our mortgages and 

taxes. Health care costs — both insurance premiums and out-of-pocket 

deductibles — have been skyrocketing, while salaries have remained 

flat. In response, people must become health care consumers. 

Have consumers been shown to be active in the health care arena 

before? The answer is a resounding “yes.” For example, in the 1990s, 

lots of us thought our brand name prescription drugs were what was  
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best for us and what we deserved. Then we learned as consumers that 

generic drugs cost only a fraction of what brand name drugs did and we 

all started using generic drugs and without comprise of the quality of 

care. Today, generic drugs are requested by patients, in order to save 

money. We will soon come to expect this for medical care, including 

procedures such as blood work, x-rays, CTs, MRIs and elective medical 

procedures such as screening colonoscopies and carpal tunnel release 

surgeries. 

Here’s how you can get involved with medical cost transparency for 

yourself and your community: 

1. Always get the medical facility charge and the insurance company 

reimbursement price for your care before you receive it. 
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2. In network medical care pricing does not protect you financially. 

Prices can and do vary wildly and inexcusably at different hospitals 

and surgery centers in network. Do not wrongly assume that there is 

one same good low price for in network care. This is far from the 

truth. 

3. Know your medical shopping options to receive care include: 

hospitals, independent surgery centers, independent CT and MRI 

centers, independent blood work centers and private practice 

physicians. 

4. Trust your doctor with your life — not your purse or your wallet, 

especially if he or she is hospital-employed, which means he or she is 

forced to offer you medical care only at their place of employment. 

5. Call and write your local hospital and surgery center CEOs and ask 

them to place a single price tag – a real price tag no different than what  
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the insurance company pays – on their websites and on Pratter.us 

where you can search and compare medical care pricing in your area. 

6. Call and write your local hospital and surgery center CEOs and ask 

them to place a single cost (one that is no different than what the 

insurance company pays) on their websites and on www.pratter.us 

where you can search and compare medical care pricing in your area. 

7. Call and write your state representatives, senators and congressmen 

and ask them to pass real medical cost transparency laws that make 

purchasing health care easy to do. Pratter has a set of legislative 

guidelines to prevent keeping medical care costs hidden from you, the 

consumer. 

8. Finally, encourage your employer to join www.pratter.us as we offer 

an employee benefit for medical cost savings via cost transparency, 

including full access to our search and compare platform for medical  
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care costs and a medical cost concierge service. At www.pratter.us, you 

can sign up for our monthly email cost savings tip on our home page.  

My hope is that this book helped you learn how to identify affordable 

access to medical care and save big money. No one should have to 

worry about whether or not he or she can afford medical care. Health 

care is a right and Pratter.us is here support this right! 
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About the Author 
Bill Hennessey, M.D. is a physical medicine and rehabilitation medical 

doctor, but has always been an entrepreneur at heart. Bill has long 

since been exposed to the business side of health care. In addition to 

performing his own medical billing, Bill co-owns a medical billing 

company serving other physicians in Pennsylvania. 

Health care premiums have risen on average 400% in the past 20 years, 

while salaries have risen only 15%. As insurance premiums grew — 

approaching the price of a new car every year, nearly $17K — Bill saw 

the opportunity to found Pratter, a health care cost transparency 

platform. 

Today, even with the Affordable Healthcare Act, the average customer 

pays $10K in deductibles before health care coverage kicks in. 

Pratter.us leverages Bill’s experience and expertise in medicine, 

medical billing, and medical business to simplify the complex process of 

health care pricing and purchase. Here’s to your good health! 
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Opinions are those of the author.  

Bill Hennessey, M.D. 

bill.hennessey@pratter.us 

www.pratter.us 
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